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Production

Art Direction:

Through the design i wanted to show how the society is consumed by the TV 
and how it has a huge effect on them. Audience are teenagers and adults 
(people who are drawn to the TV whirlpool).

Audience: 

Adults.

Keywords: 

TV, society, effects, relationship, impact.

Photoshop Techniques:  

Adjust image and layering.

Book Description: 

The book is about the relationship between Television and the 
contemporary society. What it is producing to the audience, leading 
to the social impacts and effects of TV in different contexts: local, 
national and global.
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Layout re-design

Magazine  title:

Friday magazine

Research - process:
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Can’t have 

enough?
Friday 69Friday 69

Some women are make-up manufactures’ dream customers. Others are not. 
And in between are millions who have varying attitudes towards make-up. Ritu 
Raizada speaks to a few women who reveal their relationship with one of life’s 
indispensables.

Remember the other time when you were debating on the shades of walls for your house 
and your family suggested they use a few of your lipsticks to draw color swatches on white 
paper to get an idea of which way to go? What happened? You emptied out your vanity kit 
and said go ahead, choose and when you are done lemme know which shades I need to 
restock. Cool.

Remember when your duffel bag was stolen while holidaying recently and you almost went 
into catatonic state because you lost your absolute essentials? No, we are not talking about 
stuff like credits cards, passport and other documents but your Fav 24/7 lipbalm, your 
rescue-in-a-jiffy eye pencil (in deep slate), the tiny tube mousse foundation pot and of 
course, the mini mascara? What are you going to do now? These things are your steadfast 
must-haves and no season or reason can change your mind about them. In their care you 
look like a princess even when your just stepped into mud slush and a few arty daubs 
landed on your face. Thanks to them you still looked great!

Your dresser resembles a cosmetic counter at an exclusive make-up store. Every possible 
kind of make-up is arranged neatly colures and textures clearly grouped according to day 
and evening wear as well as according to season and trends. So, okay, we recognize your 
kind-the kind which is hopelessly in love with cosmetics and knows that this is one love 
affair that will last to end. Like all those who are addicted to a habit, you may be in denial. 
After all, those tubes, vitals, pots and bottles have been the props that you could lean on 
through all times, sunny days, wintry days, clouded moments, during a sudden downpour, 
even through life’s dust storms. Through it all, your lips remained glossy and the concealer 
was a lifesaver. 

You will buy and use cosmetics because a) they make you look nice. B) It is always good to 
be well groomed. C) Why look like you want to make a statement no one wants to read? A bit 
of color on your cheeks has always been a good thing. Plus, you look healthy and happy.  

Racha El Saleh, 26, product manager, 
Biotherm, L’Oreal

What kind of cosmetics are you fond of?
I am a follower of the “less is more” concept. I like 
brands and products that promote that line of 
thinking in their brand communication. Yes I am 
very brand conscious but I also know that the best 
is not necessarily always the most expensive, it’s 
about trying different products and using the ones 
that best fit your skin’s needs and lifestyle.

Your biggest confession?
I am a lipglossaholic!

What’s that one make-up 
mistake you used to commit 
and have learnt to correct?
Not applying moisturizer daily: 
now that I have been doing it 
constantly for the past two 
years, I see the difference!

How often do you give yourself 
a beauty treat? Like going to a 
spa?
I love getting my nails done 
every fortnight. I love 
reflexology massages. 

In addition, a body treat for me is 
doing yoga and Pilates at least 
twice a week. Your body truly 
thanks you after that!

A tip you would like to share?
Always hydrate your skin. Drink 
plenty of water and use hydrating 
moisturizers. And a bit of golden 
shimmer on the outer corner of your 
cheekbones gives you a healthy 
glow!


